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Development of a 3 kW
Microturbine for CHP Applications
Combined heat and power (CHP) concepts for small-scale distributed power generation
offer significant potential for saving energy and reducing CO2 emissions. Microturbines
are an interesting candidate for small CHP systems with advantages in terms of perfor-
mance, size, noise, and costs. MTT is developing a 3 kW recuperated microturbine for
micro CHP applications for large households and for truck combined APU-heating sys-
tems. To minimize costs, off-the-shelf automotive turbocharger technology has been used
for the turbomachinery. During recent years, turbocharger turbomachinery performance
and efficiencies have significantly increased, even for very small sizes. At the same time,
efficient high-speed motor-generators have become available at relatively low prices. The
development of a concept demonstrator started in May 2008. This program phase in-
cluded a cycle analysis and component selection study around off-the-shelf turbomachin-
ery, design of a custom combustor, recuperator and generator, and a test program. In this
paper, results of the cycle definition, conceptual design and component matching study
are presented. Next, the development of a detailed performance model is described and
performance prediction results are given. Also, results of the test program and test analy-
sis work are presented. Finally, from the conclusion of the demonstrator phase an outlook
is given on the prototype design and performance, which will be the next phase of the
development program. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4002156�
Introduction
During the last few decades, several attempts have been made

o develop microturbines with efficiency levels close to those of
arger gas turbines. Various interesting applications have emerged
or both aircraft propulsion and power generation. Particularly for
icroturbines below 100 kW, many developments have failed to

btain sufficient efficiency, reliability, and cost effectiveness to be
uccessful for the market. The major technical factors that chal-
enge microturbine development programs are the small-scale ef-
ects:

• low Reynolds numbers in the turbomachinery flow passages
causing relatively high viscous losses,

• relatively high tip clearances due to manufacturing toler-
ances and bearing limitations

• large area-to-volume ratios resulting in high heat losses and
inadvertent heat transfer to the compressor

• relatively high auxiliary system losses due to the low power
output level

The turbomachinery dimensions for rated power levels lower
han 10 kW become very small. When using the Balje �1� design
ules for characteristic rotor speed and diameter, a 3 kW gas tur-
ine optimal radial compressor would have a diameter in the order
f 30–40 mm and a speed of several 100,000 rpm.

Another factor is costs. Development of efficient turbomachin-
ry optimized for a particular cycle is very expensive and, in the
icropower generation market, can only be justified with very

arge production volumes. An interesting opportunity to get
round this cost problem is to use small automotive turbocharger
omponents. During the last decade, small turbocharger turboma-
hinery has become sufficiently efficient for gas turbine cycles
nd cost price is low due to the very large production volumes.

At MTT, a conceptual design study indicated that with the
mallest off-the-shelf turbocharger turbomachinery, a 3 kW recu-
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perated microturbine with a thermal efficiency of at least 16%
could be developed. If this concept can be mass produced at low
prices corresponding to automotive parts, a very competitive op-
portunity emerges in small-scale CHP �combined heat and power�
applications.

2 Applications
The current development program focuses on a heat demand

driven micro CHP system to replace heating boilers for house-
holds and small businesses. During the development, large atten-
tion is given to cost price, reliability and low maintenance costs.
Domestic micro CHP offers significant energy saving potential.
The system payback time target is 2–4 years depending on the
user’s profile. Projected CO2 savings per installed system are up
to 6 tons per year.

While natural gas is the initial fuel of choice for the domestic
micro CHP application, liquid fuels such as heating oil or diesel
are required for the CAP �truck parking heater/APU� application
and for domestic micro CHP at locations without access to a natu-
ral gas distribution grid. A separate development program has
started for the development of a clean combustor for liquid fuels
that will comply with future emission requirements.

3 Conceptual Design
Off-the-shelf turbocharger technology offers an interesting op-

portunity to develop low-cost microturbines. The compressor, tur-
bine, and sometimes bearing unit can be selected and matched
without much modification. With the addition of a combustor, fuel
system and control unit, a simple turbojet engine can be built. This
concept is used for very small aircraft such as model planes. With
a generator coupled to the shaft, a turboshaft engine is obtained
for producing electrical power instead of thrust. With a recupera-
tor, the efficiency of a turboshaft engine can be significantly in-
creased, especially at the low cycle pressure ratios of
turbocharger-based microturbines. This is due to the consequent
relatively high turbine exit temperature providing good opportu-
nity to recover heat. Off-the-shelf turbochargers are available for
both petrol and diesel engines with rated air flows down to 30 g/s.

Laboratory condition tests have indicated turbine inlet tempera-

tures up to 1000°C are feasible with the customary Inconel 713
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aterial �2�. With advanced materials such as MAR-M247 TIT
an be raised up to 1050°C �3�. With these TIT levels for a typical
mall turbocharger-based microturbine rated at 35–45 g/s air flow,
power output of 2–3 kW is achievable. The heat input depends

n the efficiency. For a simple cycle, it would be around 35–40
W. With a recuperator, the heat input reduces to around 15 kW
ue to the much higher efficiency. Equivalence ratios are around
.35 �simple cycle� and 0.15 �recuperated�, respectively.

A study has been performed on the performance potential of a
ase with off-the-shelf turbocharger components rated at 45 g/s.
ext, a development program has been defined including demon-

tration of a recuperated microturbine design driving a separate 3
W generator, based on off-the-shelf turbocharger turbomachin-
ry. The next phase is the development of a microturbine opti-
ized for a 3 kWe turbogenerator in a domestic micro CHP sys-

em, replacing conventional boilers in environments such as larger
ouses and small offices for which 3 kW of electric power makes
n optimal business case. At a target turbogenerator efficiency of
6%, about 15 kW is available for the heating system and hot tap
ater functions.

3.1 Component Efficiencies and Losses. Modern small tur-
ocharger turbomachinery performance has been significantly im-
roved over the last decades. A simple survey of performance
aps publicly available on the internet shows that despite the

mall-scale, isentropic compressor efficiencies of 75% and turbine
fficiencies exceeding 65% are now state of the art. There is room
or more improvement by optimizing the turbomachinery for the
as turbine application.

• The compressor impeller and/or diffuser design, which is
commonly optimized for a wide flow range �4� can be
adapted toward maximum pressure ratio and efficiency.
Cycle calculations indicate MTT microturbine design point
power output and efficiency increase by about 2.5% per per-
cent increase in compressor isentropic efficiency at constant
TIT.

• The turbine design with isentropic efficiency often peaking
at lower pressure ratios for the automotive application �5�
can be adapted for maximum efficiency at higher pressure
ratio. The application of nozzle guide vanes does not guar-
antee efficiency improvement �6,7�. Impeller redesign, how-
ever, can increase efficiency at high pressure ratio by a few
percent. Because for the MTT turbine, total turbine power is
roughly 3.5 times the shaft power output, this translates into
3.5% power and efficiency increase per % turbine efficiency
increase. This has been confirmed with cycle calculations
with TIT kept constant.

Because turbomachinery redesign involves significant addi-
ional development efforts and also compromises the off-the-shelf
dvantages; the design adaptation option is kept for later study.

For the MTT microturbine design, a component matching study
as been performed resulting in a compressor driven by a turbine
hat in the turbocharger application would drive a larger compres-
or but still fits to the same off-the-shelf shaft and bearing unit.
he larger turbine is required to comply with the turbine inlet
onditions that are different from the automotive application.

For the conceptual design, component efficiencies and losses as
isted in the reference case column of Table 1 have been assumed
sing the OEM specifications �where available�, literature, and
ngineering judgment. This case is expected to have the highest
robability of matching the real performance, assuming all sec-
ndary engineering problems emerging from tests have been
olved �leakage, component mismatch, improper assembly, rotor
ynamics problems, etc.�.

The best case column in Table 1 represents the case were com-
onent efficiencies higher than expected or OEM-specified due to
verestimation of loss factors. Also, newer turbocharger compo-

ent designs that become available during the project will show
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higher efficiencies and these effects are also included as best case.
The best case is also the starting point for the second phase of the
development program with increased efficiencies that are consid-
ered realistic objectives for an optimization program.

Finally, also, a worst case scenario has been defined for the case
that component efficiencies would be less than expected.

3.2 Modeling. For cycle modeling, the gas turbine simulation
program �GSP� version 11 was used �8,9�. Figure 1 shows the
MTT recuperated cycle model configuration in GSP, including
station numbers. The GSP models have been used for conceptual
design, component matching and test analysis �see the next
sections�.

Figure 2 shows the results of a cycle performance study with
four different carpet plots showing the relation between TIT, CPR
�PRc�, Eff, thermal efficiency, and power. Component efficiencies
have been obtained from the reference case data in Table 1. Note
that the generator and inverter losses are not included at this stage.
Net power output is defined as power delivered by the shaft to the
generator.

The simple-cycle option clearly does not get beyond 10% effi-
ciency. The positive effect of increasing cycle pressure ratio and
TIT is clear. Yet, with the phase 1 reference limits of around 1300
K and PR=2.4, only 6.5% can be expected.

The effect of a recuperator is significant. Already with a modest
effectiveness of 70%, thermal efficiency is raised to around 13%.
With the reference 80% effectiveness �green carpet plot�, 15% is
obtained. With the high value of 90% claimed for advanced recu-
perators �10,11�, thermal efficiency goes up to 18%.

Figure 3 shows that for a given TIT of 1300 K, the recuperator

Table 1 Conceptual design study assumptions for ISA refer-
ence performance, efficiencies, and losses

Parameter Unit Phase 1—COTS Turbocharger based

Air flow g/s 35–45 depending on compressor type
Thermal power kW Simple cycle: 35–45 / Recuperated: 10–18

Worst Reference Best
PLinlet % 1 0.5 0.2
�is_compressor % 60 70 75
PRcompressor - 2.0 2.4 3.2
PLcombustor % 2 1 0.5
�combustor % 99 99.5 99.9
TIT °C 977 1027 1077

K 1250 1300 1350
�is_turbine % 60 65 70
�mech�bearings� % 95 97 98
Effrec - 0.70 0.8 0.9
PLrec_hot % Eff.0.7: 3 Eff.0.7: 2 Eff.0.7: 1

Eff.0.8: 4 Eff.0.8: 3 Eff.0.8: 2
Eff.0.9: 5 Eff.0.9: 4 Eff.0.9: 3

PLrec_cold % Eff.0.7: 2 Eff.0.7: 1 Eff.0.7: 0.5
Eff.0.8: 3 Eff.0.8: 1.5 Eff.0.8: 1
Eff.0.9: 4 Eff.0.9: 2 Eff.0.9: 1.5

PLexhaust % 0.8 0.5 0.2

Fig. 1 Simplified GSP model of MTT recuperated cycle with

station numbers
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nlet temperature Tt5 is higher than today’s typical limits for re-
uperators around 650°C �923 K� �12,13�. It clearly shows that if
high thermal efficiency is required combined with a low CPR,

hen a high temperature recuperator is required allowing inlet tem-
eratures up to 1100 K �823°C�. It is clear there is a design
onflict here and as a consequence a multidisciplinary optimiza-
ion exercise is needed for an optimal trade-off between perfor-

ance, costs, and life aspects.
Figure 4 shows that with increasing gas turbine efficiency, the

ig. 2 Reference case thermal efficiency as a function of PRc,
IT, and Eff „carpets from bottom to top represent simple cycle,
0%, 80%, and 90% recuperator effectiveness, respectively…

ig. 3 Recuperator gas-side inlet temperature „carpets from
ight to left represent simple cycle, 70%, 80%, and 90% recu-

erator effectiveness, respectively…
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CHP potential decreases due to the relatively low exhaust tem-
perature and water vapor content as compared with CHP systems
using internal combustion engines burning at close to stoichio-
metric conditions. This is due to the large portion of air dilution
with the combustion gas in order to reduce turbine inlet tempera-
ture down to acceptable levels. Especially with a high effective-
ness recuperator, the overall equivalence ratio drops down to
around 0.15. As a consequence, it becomes more difficult to ex-
tract heat from the exhaust gas.

Figure 5 shows best case performance of Table 1. The increase
in efficiency is dramatic. This means development effort focused
on incremental increases in component efficiencies and reduction
in pressure losses will be particularly effective to increase effi-
ciency. More on this follows in the Sec. 6.

Also, the worst case of Table 1 has been simulated and this
indicated that only a slight drop below reference case component
performance already completely wipes out system performance.
From this, it may be concluded that only since small turbochargers
have obtained efficiencies corresponding to modern small gas tur-
bine levels, it has become possible to use these components to
build microturbines with practical efficiency levels.

4 Demonstrator Development
The “Mk4” demonstrator gas turbine was developed to verify

results of the conceptual study. The demonstrator combines off-
the-shelf components with components developed in-house at
MTT. Turbomachinery and bearings are off-the-shelf turbocharger
components. The radial permanent-magnet type generator is
custom-designed as is the coupling with the turbine shaft. The
recuperator is also a custom design of the primary-surface type.
The combustion chamber and fuel control concept are developed
by MTT.

The experimental program was carried out from the summer of
2008 until the summer of 2009. It included three phases during
which the gas generator, the simple-cycle turboshaft and finally
the recuperated turboshaft configurations were tested subse-

Fig. 4 Exhaust gas conditions „carpets from top to bottom
represent simple cycle, 70%, 80%, and 90% recuperator effec-
tiveness, respectively…
quently.
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4.1 Turbomachinery Selection. The customary combinations
f compressors and turbines for the turbocharger application are
ar from optimal for the microturbine application, which requires

higher design turbine inlet temperature and, therefore, larger
urbine. Therefore, a turbomachinery selection study has been car-
ied out for optimal matching of turbocharger compressor and
urbine. Publicly available component performance maps from the
orld’s leading manufacturers have been assessed and used in

ycle optimization exercises.
Figure 6 shows the GSP generated relations between cycle de-

ign parameters and corresponding required turbine inlet corrected
ow �WC4� levels. With this and related model results, the optimal

urbine-compressor match could be determined. For the MTT
k4 case of 45 g/s inlet air flow, matching points are found

round WC4=40 g /s.

4.2 Rotor Configuration. For the Mk4 demonstrator, a rotor
onfiguration was chosen involving minimal development work.
otor design optimization is kept for later in the development
rogram. Fortunately, the selected turbine and compressor fitted
n the same off-the-shelf bearing unit with floating-ring oil jour-
al bearings. It was decided to initially try a concept with the
urbocharger rotor coupled to the separate generator rotor using a
pecial coupling shaft. The generator was equipped with angular-
ontact ball bearings, spring-loaded, mounted with O-rings.

A rotor dynamics analysis study was performed to develop a
oupling concept that would tolerate the rotor dynamics and mis-
lignment issues known when coupling separate rotors. Finally, a
pecial concept was found that allowed operation up to 245,000
pm without excessive vibration problems.

The coupled rotor configuration has a number of advantages
uch as use of off-the-shelf components and excellent thermal
nsulation of the generator. However, MTT also acknowledges the
nherent drawbacks of this concept with two coupled rotors and
wo different bearing systems for production versions. Therefore,

development program for more optimized rotor configurations
as started in parallel.

ig. 5 Best case performance „carpets from bottom to top rep-
esent simple cycle, 70%, 80%, and 90% recuperator effective-
ess, respectively…
4.3 Combustor Development. The Mk4 demonstrator com-
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bustor is developed to operate at pressures up to 3 bars. It was not
only designed to cover the combustor thermal conditions in the
recuperated cycle �15–20 kWh� but was also used for the initial
simple-cycle configuration tests �up to 50 kWh�. For a simple
cycle, it was undersized but performed sufficiently for the micro-
turbine demonstrator test objectives. Inlet air temperature is
650–680°C in recuperated cycle �150–180°C simple cycle�.
Equivalence ratio range is between 0.13–0.15 �0.32–0.35 simple
cycle�.

The combustion chamber has a strict requirement for the maxi-
mum permissible pressure loss of 2%. This is because the low
pressure ratio in the MTT cycle makes it very sensitive to pressure
losses. The combustor is required to have high combustion com-
pleteness ��0.995�. For the demonstrator phase, neither CO nor
NOx emission targets were defined.

The Mk4 combustor is shown in Fig. 7. It has a single-can
layout. The liner employs total-feed film cooling. Flame is stabi-
lized by vortex breakdown downstream of an axial swirler. The
liner is preceded with a short mixing chamber. The degree of

Fig. 6 Turbine flow capacities „WC4… for various reference case
cycles „carpets from right to left represent simple cycle, 70%,
80%, and 90% recuperator effectiveness, respectively…
Fig. 7 Mk4 combustor
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ixing can be controlled by the axial position of the fuel injector.
or simple-cycle operation, the liner flow split is defined for a rich
rimary zone �PZ�. In recuperated cycle, the mean mixture
trength in the PZ reduces to lean.

Common engineering methods �14,15� were extensively used in
he design of the combustor. The authors are aware that most of
hem have been derived for larger combustors with Re�106. The

TT combustor is smaller, however, Re�104. On this ground,
he generic methods are still applicable yet have to be used much

ore cautiously.
The combustor casing cross section was selected for the permit-

ed pressure loss assuming the overall flow resistance coefficient
7 �14�. The liner area was determined as a trade-off between
ombustion stability and jet penetration. The liner volume was
efined for combustion intensity 60 MW /atm m3.
Atmospheric testing has suggested that the liner operated on the

dge of its stability envelope for the thermal input 45–50 kW, as
hown in Fig. 8. In gas turbine testing, this was confirmed through
umble and CO levels higher than expected. The stability enve-
ope could be widened by reducing the PZ equivalence ratio. This
as done by mounting various snouts on the liner head, as shown

n Fig. 7, which facilitated larger air flows into the PZ.

4.4 Recuperator Selection. Both MTT gas turbine cycle and
pplication set demanding requirements and operating conditions
or the recuperator. Recuperator effectiveness above 85% is piv-
tal for meeting the thermal efficiency targets �see Fig. 2�. At the
ame time, the low cycle pressure ratio limits the acceptable pres-
ure loss to around 4% �air+gas�. Besides, CHP system modula-
ion in domestic environment requires minimal weight to mini-

ize heat soakage effects. The requirements for system
ompactness and low cost put additional limitations on recupera-
or weight.

The low pressure in the MTT cycle also implies the following
or the recuperator operating conditions: On one hand, it reduces
he pressure loading and mechanical stress. On the other hand, a
arger recuperator volume is required. It also implicitly causes a
ower equivalence ratio �0.13–0.15�, compared with other recuper-
ted gas turbines. This translates into lower H2O content �see Fig.
� in the gas, which is beneficial for reducing the rate of material
xidation �13,16�.

Furthermore, the MTT cycle requires recuperator gas-side inlet
emperature of at least 750°C. This temperature, excludes appli-
ation of most stainless steels �12,13,16,17�. The improved AL
0–25+Nb steel can become a cost effective alternative material
hat combines good creep strength and oxidation resistance with
igh formability. The Ni super alloy 625 is a very high-
erformance alternative, possibly, up to temperatures 800°C. The
aterial has been extensively tried in microturbine recuperators

12,17�. However, it has substantially higher costs and far lower
ormability compared with stainless steels.

ig. 8 Liner stability loop measured under atmospheric con-
itions scaled for a nonrecuperated cycle
According to literature reviews �10,18�, primary-surface �PS�
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recuperators offer the most favorable combination of effectiveness
and specific weight. They are also the predominant type on the
smallest in-production and development gas turbines today.

In the recent years, much progress has been attained in the
development of compact PS recuperators with better potential to
reduce series production costs �11,19,20�. Much effort was dedi-
cated to material testing and development �12,13,16,17�. It is,
however, acknowledged that thin foils make a recuperator very
vulnerable to performance degradation and failure, i.e., increase in
pressure loss due to buckling and creep.

The Mk4 gas turbine demonstrator is equipped with a PS stain-
less steel recuperator with a projected life of 100 test hours. The
recuperator has not been optimized. MTT continues working with
manufacturers on optimization of the demonstrator recuperator
and the development of alternatives.

4.5 Control. In the Mk4 turboshaft configuration, the rotor
speed is controlled by the motor-generator speed controller. In the
test configuration several control schedules were evaluated includ-
ing combinations of open loop fuel flow schedules as a function of
rotor speed, P3, and inlet conditions. Closed loops were added to
prevent exceeding of temperature limits �Tt5� especially during
transients.

5 Test Program
To prove the feasibility of the MTT microturbine concept, a test

program was started. The final objective is 3 kWe at 16% electri-
cal efficiency for micro CHP applications. The test program in-
cluded three phases:

• gas generator tests using a back pressure load for proof of
concept, validation of model performance predictions, and
component match. Objective was at least 5% equivalent ef-
ficiency.

• simple cycle turboshaft tests to determine the optimal
turbine-generator coupling configuration.

• recuperated turboshaft tests to validate recuperated cycle
model predictions and recuperator design. Objective was to
obtain at least 12% electrical efficiency.

5.1 Test Rig. A test rig was developed, suitable for the vari-
ous configurations. The following data could be measured:

• pressures at all stations except station 4
• temperatures at all stations except station 4
• inlet and fuel mass flows
• rotational speed using compressor blade count sensor
• exhaust gas composition �CO2, CO, O2, CxHy, and NOx�
• generator electric power
• turbine oil system flow rate, pressure, and inlet/exit tem-

peratures
• turbine and generator water cooling flow rate and inlet/exit

temperatures
• infrared measured surface temperatures �turbine casing�
• vibration

With these data, accurate test analysis could be performed and
energy balance and losses assessed to provide the results pre-
sented in the following sections. Analysis by synthesis was ap-
plied using GSP models.

Figure 9 shows the test rig with the Mk4 recuperated microtur-
bine. On the left, the inlet duct with the flow meter is located.
Next the transparent plastic inlet receiver box is visible. In the
middle, the combustor is shown vertically connected to the tur-
bine. The large drum on the right is the insulated recuperator,
which in this case is rather large since the dressing design is not
optimized for minimal size.

5.2 Gas Generator Tests. For the gas generator tests, power

output was expressed using “equivalent shaft power” PWeq65.

APRIL 2011, Vol. 133 / 042301-5
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Weq65 represents the mechanical power that could be extracted
rom the gas generator exit flow with a 65% isentropic efficiency
urbine and is defined as follows:

PWeq65 = 0.65 · W5 · Cp5 · Tt5 · �1 − � P0

Pt5
���−1/��	 �1�

Equivalent thermal efficiency �eq65 then is defined as equiva-
ent power PWeq65 over fuel input thermal power.

At the design point of 240,000 rpm and a calculated adiabatic
IT of 1369 K, 3.25 kW equivalent power with an equivalent

hermal efficiency of 6.34% was measured at almost ISA standard
mbient conditions �1011 mbars and 294 K�. The measurements
orresponded with the GSP model predictions. Results of this test
hase were used to enhance the GSP models.

5.3 Simple Cycle Turboshaft. Once the equivalent thermal
fficiency was proved in the gas generator test phase, the turbine
as coupled to the generator to try different coupling concepts
fter various iterations, the optimal stiffness/mass distribution of

he shaft coupling was found. At 218,000 rpm, 2788 W �ISA
orrected� was produced, corresponding to 6.28% electrical effi-
iency.

5.4 Recuperated Cycle Turboshaft. The recuperated con-
guration was used to demonstrate the potential for efficiencies
eyond 10%. Custom design recuperators from two separate
anufacturers were used. For the recuperator, at least 85% effec-

iveness and less than 4% �air+gas� pressure loss was required.
Several different recuperators were tried in the tests with vary-

ng performance and usually total pressure loss levels exceeding
%, which means significant performance penalties. Finally, with
recuperator with about 4% pressure loss favorable results were

btained with 2.7 kWe and 12.2% ISA corrected electrical effi-
iency at 240,000 rpm. Table 2 lists the observed and also ISA
orrected performance data.

From the test analysis with GSP, compressor isentropic effi-
iency could be determined: at 73.8% and turbine efficiency at

Fig. 9 MTT microturbine test rig

Table 2 Recuperated cycle measured performance

Observed ISA corrected

0 299.3 288.15 K
0 1.0047 1.01325 bar

240,000 235,487 rpm
Wshaft 2428 2983 W
tashaft 11.84 13.5 %
We 2178 2733 W
tae 10.32 12.28 %
Rc 2.69 -
IT �Tt4� 1334 �calc’d� 1334 K
t5 1055 K
2 42.21 44.4 g/s
42301-6 / Vol. 133, APRIL 2011
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67%. These values correspond to the component maps.
The generator losses consist of bearing losses, windage losses

and electrical losses. Using a torque measurement with the gen-
erator on a free-rotating cradle, losses between 250 W and 300 W
were estimated at the operating point.

During every run the turbine lubrication and cooling flow tem-
peratures and flow rates were measured. The associated thermal
losses were in the order of 2.5 kW and depended mainly on tur-
bine flow temperatures and to a lesser extent on input power and
rotational speed. Using energy balance analysis the total heat loss
from the hot components amounted to 6 kW. Figure 10 gives an
overview of all losses as a percentage of the fuel power input.

The recuperator effectiveness varied significantly with the dif-
ferent models used. The objective of 85% effectiveness was
matched with the best recuperator after thorough insulation. The
recuperators were not designed for limited size and weight for the
prespecified active volume. The resulting high heat capacity
caused long warm up periods �after which steady-state effective-
ness was reached� in the order of 30 min.

With the high sensitivity to pressure loss of the MTT cycle, the
thermal effects on recuperator pressure losses are significant. Dur-
ing engine warm up, the pressure drop over the gas side remained
almost constant. The air side pressure drop, however, increased
significantly as can be seen in Fig. 11. The increase in pressure
drop during warm up corresponds to a power loss in the order of
100 W.

5.5 Rotor Dynamics. Rotor dynamic tests were limited to
collecting data and comparing them with modeling results. Since,
eventually, a stable system was established and focus was on the
performance, no special tests were executed. Modeling results for
the generator matched the measurement quite well. For the
coupled system, however, there were differences. In the future,
more attention will be paid to this and additional modeling efforts
and measurements are required.

Fig. 10 Losses overview

Fig. 11 Recuperator pressure loss and effectiveness during

warm up
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Downlo
Future Developments
The current Mk4 test turbine will be further improved and used

n a micro CHP system demonstrator. Small adaptations to the
urrent turbomachinery will be considered including compressor
iffuser vanes and adapted turbine flow capacity. This, and also
ork planned to further enhance the recuperator and reduce vari-
us losses, is expected to lift efficiency up to about 16%.

Future designs will include microturbines with improved com-
onent efficiencies of compressor, turbine and recuperator and
lso higher cycle pressure ratios. With also the generator and re-
ated power electronics losses further reduced, this is expected to
ake performance close to the best case shown in Fig. 5 with
fficiencies up to and beyond 20%.

The relatively low TIT means optimal cycle pressure ratio is
ot far above the current value of 2.69 as can be seen in Fig. 12
note that the recuperator air and gas pressure losses are lumped
ogether in the PR2_rec parameter�. With TIT at 1300 K, the pres-
ure ratio for optimal efficiency is about 3 with 4% pressure loss
PR2_rec=0.96�. For maximum power, optimal PRc is close to 4.

hen running cooler at 1250 K the optimal PR levels are lower. A
rade-off can be made between running at either maximum effi-
iency or maximum power. In any case, the efforts to increase the
ompressor pressure ratio beyond 3 will represent significant im-
rovement.

One issue having specific attention is fuel injection since inject-
ng natural gas fuel takes significant power and the very small
ompressors available for this task are not very efficient. As an
lternative, several concepts are studied to apply premixing before
ompression and control stable combustion, at the consequent uni-
orm very low equivalence ratios without backfiring. Another op-
ion is to look for maintaining stratification in the premixed flow.

To support the development program, several test rigs are cur-
ently being built. At Delft University of Technology, Delft, the
etherlands, a microcompressor test rig has been completed. At
indhoven University a combustor test rig has been built to test

ig. 12 Cycle pressure ratio „PRc… and recuperator pressure
oss effects on efficiency and power output „PR2_rec
1-lumped recuperator pressure loss, top carpets represent
IT=1300 K and bottom carpets TIT=1250 K cases…
urrent and advanced MTT microcombustor concepts. Polidoro

ournal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power

aded 18 Feb 2011 to 131.155.56.82. Redistribution subject to ASME
SpA �Italy� is developing a combustor endurance test rig. At the
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR, Amsterdam, a microtest tur-
bine set up is being built to perform turbine endurance tests in
order to study the relation between engine life and turbine oper-
ating conditions �primarily turbine inlet temperature�.

After completion of the test program with off-the-shelf compo-
nents, design optimizations will be studied and tested including
the following:

• adapted compressor design with adapted impellers and dif-
fuser. Various diffuser vane options will be assessed.

• adapted turbine impeller design for maximum efficiency at
higher pressure ratio �i.e., MTT design pressure ratio�

• air foil bearings as an alternative for the currently used off-
the-shelf turbocharger oil bearings.

7 Conclusions
Conclusions derived are as follows:

• Current turbocharger technology offers interesting potential
to develop cost effective microturbines below 10 kW.

• MTT has developed a 3 kW recuperated microturbine driv-
ing a high-speed generator for micro CHP applications.

• The MTT Mk4 test turbine has demonstrated 2.7 kWe power
output at 12.3% electrical efficiency.

• Further development of the current design for a micro CHP
system demonstrator is focused on at least 16% efficiency.
This will be attempted by reducing losses, adapting compo-
nent characteristics and improving component efficiencies.

• Future developments of turbocharger technology will pro-
vide opportunity to focus on higher efficiencies beyond
20%.

Nomenclature
APU � auxiliary power unit
CAP � combined auxiliary power unit and parking

heater
CHP � combined heat and power
CPR � cycle pressure ratio

Cp � specific heat at constant pressure
Eff � recuperator effectiveness

Eta, � � efficiency
GSP � gas turbine simulation program
ISA � international standard atmosphere

N � rotor speed
OEM � original equipment manufacturer

PL � pressure loss
PR � pressure ratio

PRc,PRc � compressor pressure ratio
PR2_rec � lumped recuperator pressure loss factor �1 mi-

nus both hot and cold recuperator PL�
PS � primary-surface �heat exchanger�
Ptx � total pressure at station x

PW � power
PWeq65 � equivalent power

PZ � primary zone
Re � Reynolds number

TIT � turbine inlet temperature
TQ � torque
Ttx � total temperature at station x
Wf � fuel flow
W � mass flow

WC � corrected mass flow
� � ratio of specific heats

Subscripts
c � corrected/compressor
e � electric

eq65 � equivalent with 65% turbine efficiency

f � fuel
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is � isentropic
mech � mechanical

p � pressure
rec � recuperator

t � total
th � thermal

tation Numbering
0 � ambient
1 � inlet
2 � compressor inlet
3 � compressor exit

33 � air side recuperator exit
35 � combustor inside

4 � combustor exit/turbine inlet
5 � turbine exit/gas-side recuperator inlet
6 � gas-side recuperator exit/heat exchanger inlet
7 � heat exchanger exit
9 � exhaust exit
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